## TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

### 43432
**PDQ Purging Compound 1-quart (6 quarts/case)**

### Product Description
P.D.Q. works with the carrier resin to remove all thermoplastics, and is effective for resin-to-resin and color-to-color changes. It requires no soaking, maximizing production up-time and eliminates the need to keep cracked acrylic purging resin inventory. Its unique self-measuring bottle meters out just the right amount of concentrate, eliminating waste.

### Applications
Purging Compoud

### Unit Package Description
32 fluid ounce bottle

### Generic Description
Purging Compound

### Net Weight Fill
32 net ounces per bottle

### UPC Code
858799000349

### Units Per Case
6

### Case Weight (lbs)
18

### Appearance
Off-white Liquid

### Flash Point F
None

### Flash Point C
None

### Base Type
Water

### Evaporation Rate
N/A

### Working Temperature F
212 to 450 degrees

### Working Temperature C
100 to 232 degrees

### Propellant
N/A

### NFPA Aerosol
N/A

### Flammability Level
Not Regulated, Cleaning Compounds, NOI

### DOT Proper Shipping Name
Not Regulated, Cleaning Compounds, NOI

### VOC % (Federal)
0

### VOC g/L (Federal)
0

### VOC lbs./Gal (Federal)
0

### Removal
N/A
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